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Delivery from 8 to 15 days

Services and Technologies for professional catering since 1973

CODE DESCRIPTION PRICE/DELIVERY

FO-G-PZ2600TN REFRIGERATED PIZZA COUNTER 2 DOORS, GRANITE
top temperature -2°/+8°C, Ventilated, ECOLOGICAL in
CLASS B, GAS R290, V.230/1, Kw.0,26, Weight 257 Kg,
dim.mm.1510x800x1000h

PROFESSIONAL DESCRIPTION



Delivery from 4 to 9 days

Delivery from 4 to 9 days

REFRIGERATED PIZZA COUNTER 2 DOORS , with GRANITE WORKTOP and BACKPACK , operating temperature *2°/+8°, Class B:

Aisi 304 stainless steel structure ,
granite worktop with splashback on 3 sides ,
2 refrigerated compartments capable of hosting 600x400x70h mm loaf boxes ,
neutral drawer above technical compartment ;
capacity 390 litres ;
ventilated refrigeration ,
built-in extractable group for easy maintenance;
insulation thickness: 50 mm;
circular flow of the cold air so as not to directly touch the product;
electronic temperature control with digital thermostat ;
electric resistance around the door frame to eliminate condensation;
automatic defrost with electric resistance ,
automatic defrost temperature control ;
automatic evaporation of condensation water ;
anti-corrosion treated evaporator;
ECOLOGICAL GAS R290 ;
ENERGY CLASS B ;
max ambient temperature/humidity: +32°C / 55%HR;
door with return spring;
door seal removable without tools, bottom with rounded corners;
height-adjustable feet in Aisi 304 stainless steel ;
stainless steel backrest, possibility of leaning against the wall.

Supplied :
n.7 pairs of guides per door

CE mark
Made in ASIA

TECHNICAL CARD

power supply Monofase
Volts V 230/1

frequency (Hz) 50
motor power capacity (Kw) 0,26

net weight (Kg) 257
gross weight (Kg) 288

breadth (mm) 1510
depth (mm) 800
height (mm) 1000

TECHNICAL CARD

CODE/PICTURES DESCRIPTION PRICE/DELIVERY

FO-GRP64

Forcar - Plasticized Grid
600x400 mm plastic coated grid

FO-GUT

Forcar - Driving Couple
Pair of trays for trays
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Delivery from 4 to 9 days
FO-GAR

Forcar - Pair of anti-tilt guides
Pair of anti-tilt guides for grill
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